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Abstra t: In this paper, a high-level strategy on ept is presented for robot so er, based on
low level heuristi inferen e methods, rather than expli it rule-based strategy. During ta ti al
positioning, no stri t role set is assigned for the agents, instead a tting point of the role-spa e
is sele ted dynami ally. The algorithm for this approa h applies fuzzy logi . We ompute eldsof-quality, regarding some relevant aspe ts of the s enario, and integrate them into one eld for
ea h player, a ording to given strategi parameters (as weights). These elds will be the base
of the players' de ision of positioning. A signi an e order is also set up for the players, and
their relevant lo ation is derived from the de ision- eld, through subtra tive lustering, in order
of their signi an e. If an agent is in a position to manipulate the ball, an appropriate a tion
is being sele ted for it. The simulation and experiments prove that the proposed approa h an
be eÆ ient in dynami ally hanging environment or against opponents of di erent strategies.
Keywords: roboti so er; fuzzy logi ; subtra tive lustering; multiagent system.
1. INTRODUCTION
The ontrol and motion-planning of multiagent systems
typi ally all for modular managing, thus the robot so er strategies follow the same approa h. Most solutions
de ne about 3 levels for the modular ontrol system, and
these levels are responsible for di erent s ope of phisi al
movement or strategi al positioning. A typi al realization
is des ribed in [4℄ and [7℄. These systems operate with
deterministi rule based strategies, while others try to optimize the role assignment dinami ally [2℄. However, these
algorithms are outworn by newer on eptions, involving
holisti approa h [5℄ or interpreting the roles less stri tly
[3℄. These approa hes let the agents to take their tasks
a ording to global states, or to de ne their positions in a
more transitional way ('area of responsibility').
We intend to eliminate expli ite role assignment, but a
hierar hi al ontrol system is needed to ontrol the agents'
movements. Similarly to the generi on epts, we follow
the undermentioned partition of the ontrol logi s to layers
as seen in Figure 1.
The spe i obje tive of the layers are the following:
 High Level Strategy [HLS℄: oordinating the strategy;
setting up a tual strategi goals; distributing area and
responsibility to players
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Fig. 1. The modular ontrol system for robot so er



Ta ti al Planning [TP℄: dynami path planning for

agents (handling joined movements); arrying out
basi skills and spe ial a tions
 Motion Planning [MP℄: low level path planning for
the given robot type, with no obsta les supposed in
spa e; generating ontrol signs.
The obje tive of high level strategies is to provide optimal
dislo ation for the team in the dynami environment,
beside the obstru tive behaviour of other team's agents
on the same eld. Optimal dislo ation of the agents has
a ontribution to the dominan e of the team, and assists
to a hieve own obje tives - and to have the opponent fail
theirs. However, sin e the optimal solution of the problem

is not available, this paper aims to integrate some known
partial heuristi solutions related to the subje t. Taking
simpli ations, e.g. using fuzzy logi , whi h ts well to
the problem, an be e e tive in the solution.
In Se tion 2, the problem is shown in details, and the
used on guration is spe i ed along with the outline of
the strategy logi system. After this overview, the main
on ept of the solution is presented in Se tion 3, in luding
the a tion-sele tion fun tion of the agents. Finally, based
on the above introdu ed knowledge, some aspe t of the
team oordinaton is dis ussed in Se tion 4, and nally, we
draw the on lusions.



2. PRELIMINARIES



In our framework, the mobile agents are realized by
di erential driven robots. These robots are des ribed with
their transition equations:
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where x and y are the oordinates,  is the orientation of
the agent, while u is the angular speed of a wheel, r is the
wheel diameter and L is the distan e between the wheels.
As we do not have extra ball manipulator devi es onboard, the simpli ed exterior of the robots is a symmetri
ylindered ase. However, this type of over is easy to apply
and also to simulate; it a e ts the logi rather badly, due
to expe ting a quite pre ise maneuvering from the agents as we will see this problem a bit more detailed in the next
se tion. This realization results in a so er team whose
members try to bump into the ball su h a way that the
ball is preferred to be driven into the opposite team's age
- whi h goal age is a hole in the boarding of the squared
eld. As of the similarities with the physi s of the billiards
game, this realization is referred to as 'billiard ball model'.
A ording to the simulation, the 3D ylindri al robots are
proje ted into a 2D ir le, and the ollisions are simulated
in the 2D plane, too.
One team an onsist arbitrary number of robots, but the
algorithm is implemented for a typi al of 3..5 agents. These
robots have a maximum angular velo ity for their wheels,
thus limiting both the linear and turning speeds. They
also have a weight parameter, whi h is ounted during
ollision al ulations. As part of the billiard ball model,
these al ulations are detailed in [1℄. A ording to the
urrent model, the ball fri tion is onstant: the ball loses
0.8% of its urrent speed in every simulation y le.
The modular arhite ture of the team- oordination logi is
based on the following onsiderations:
 The drafting of the main goal in ludes the following: a) s ore goals, b) more than the opponent. This
suggest a parallel realization of two independent algorithms for the di erent aims (s oring and defending),
whi h are fundamentally onquering, but an also





have a validity attribute a ording to the urrent
game situation, so in the given s enario, one an deide whether to atta k or defend. Furthermore, these
layers (and so the al ulations) might be onne ted
on the re ognition that the one team's o en e han es
are the other's threats.
The "s oring" also requires a spe ial a tion, namely,
manipulating the ball in a desired dire tion (let it be
alled a "ki k"). A ki k is a deta hed a tion from the
lass of di erent types of positional-purpose moving,
be ause its exe ution strongly a e ted not only by the
intention, but also the urrent s enario. Thus, it has
to be al ulated separately and at a higher priority
level (before other al ulations).
When not a tually trying to s ore ("ki king to the
goal"), but simply positioning, an appropriate logi
is needed for setting up an order among the agents of
the team and de ide the targets themselves.
An inter hangeable interfa e is re ommended for the
agents' ontrol and ommuni ation, as to support not
fully homogeneous teams, or two homogeneous teams
of di erent type of robots, too. In these ases, the
motion ontrol of ertain robot types will be di erent,
of ourse, but remains ompatible to be built into the
team.
Besides these internal physi al onstraints, one might
fa e other limitations, e.g. the presen e of other
obje ts - whi h might also be a subje t to handle.
3. FUNDAMENTALS OF THE HLS LAYER

The basi on ept of the HLS in subje t is to avoid expli it
x rule-based strategy and for e improvisative play in
order to be able to adapt to di erent opponents or to
those who are dinami ally hanging their strategies. The
main idea is to take the ball traje tory design as the
primary obje t (instead of positioning the players dire tly,
a ording to a ertain formation or any heuristi s). This
an be done by positioning the players, of ourse, as to
form the verti es of the ball traje tory in question - but as
from our aspe t, the available reasonable ball traje tories,
in theory, will not depend on any prede ned formation.
One ould say that the ball traje tory an not be planned
due to the haoti nature of the game, whi h omes from
the indeterministi nature of the opponent's moves. In our
ase, however, the ball's dynami s are mu h faster than
players' moves, thus these traje tories an be planned for
a short while, indeed.
Sin e the players have limited speeds and they have to
bump against the ball to ki k it, the required (potential)
verti es are spread a ross the eld in limited ranges, but
this aspe t also makes possible to ombine some di erent quality measurement into one de ision- eld. Di erent
possible traje tories ome from di erent reasons, and the
integration to a ommon eld is performed through the
following strategi parameters, whi h weight or a e t the
individual property- elds:
 Shooting Rate: the preferen e of shooting on goal.
 Pressure: the preferen e for agents to a t on the
opponent's side.
 Possession: the preferen e of safe ki k sequen es
(where the possibility of the opponent will tou h the
ball is minimal).



RiskTake: a real value between -1..+1, that a e ts
the default general parameters of a tions, e.g. the
range of safe rea h for an agent.
 A tiveSubtra tRadii: the radius parameter of subtra tive lustering, when deriving positioning target
points from a de ision eld. Thus, it a e ts the admissible proximity for agents.
 PassingSubtra tRadii: the similar radius parameter when deriving a target for a ki k.
 A tiveSubtra tPoints: the number of target points
to be returned when running the subtra tive fun tion.
It is desired to al ulate more points than the number
of team members, as advan ed distribution fun tions
an bene t from this.
The 'good pla es' (of where to ki k) an be determined
through the obtained quality eld, and a se ondary forthoming target an also be hosen to re ne the a tual a tion
and prepare an 'indire t pass', that is, to aim the ki k
not in the a tual dire tion of a teammate, but to a point
where it shall be at the time when the ball rea hes it.
This pro edure an apply only to the players who have a
reasonable han e to perform the ki k in a limited time,
onsidering both the te hni al part of the ki k and the
opponents' dislo ation. On e the a tion is xed, the other
agents an move a ording to this de ision. In ase of
stri tly distributed logi s (i.e. when no ommuni ation is
present between the agents), the a tion is treated as xed
by the agents, when the ki k is performed by the a tual
ki ker. Other main elds an be onstru ted of 'where to
move' for the players, whi h is derived from the 'where
would be the ball in best pla e' eld, through a simple
time- ost fun tion of players to move there.
In Figure 2, one an noti e the small spot as the ball,
and the two teams, onsisting all lled bla k and oloured
members, respe tively. The upper-right oloured agent is
allo ated to manipulate the ball, thus its target sign is
shown a ordingly. Then the oloured left player is best to
support the ki ker, while the lower agent is about to move
ba k loser to its own goal. These allo ations are inferen ed
from a al ulated eld for the expe ted moment of the ki k,
whi h tells the value of passing to the given points of the
eld, from the expe ted ki king point in that time. The
extra ting algorithm dis retizes the eld to some points,
representing good target pla es. This an involve more
possible good pla es, and more distribution algorithms an
be used to allo ate targets to players. A sample quality
eld for passing, and a subtra tive allo ation pro edure is
shown through Figure 3-9.
The formula of one subtra tion step for one dis retized
grid point P=(x,y) of the eld is as follows:
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where (xmax x; ymax y ) is the distan e of P from the
lo ation of the maximum value of Qmax in the eld, while
sigma is a onstant parameter.
Although it has been mentioned in Se tion 2, that the
one team's o en e han es are the other's threats, thus
they ould be treated as the dual pairs of ea h other,

Fig. 2. S reenshot of a s enario in simulation

Fig. 3. The initial de ision map for the situation

Fig. 4. De ision map after the rst subtra tion step
despite in the realization, this method was shown to be
wasting too mu h of resour es, therefore simpli ations
had to be applied in the defen e logi . The onne tion
between the o ense logi and the simpli ed defense logi
remains the re ognition that the ball, if untou hed, moves
following a straight line. Thus, it an only hange its
dire tion if a player ki ks it or it is bumped into the wall.
The e e t of ollisions with the wall is al ulated through

Fig. 5. De ision map after the se ond subtra tion step

Fig. 8. De ision map after the fth subtra tion step

Fig. 9. De ision map after the sixth subtra tion step
Fig. 6. De ision map after the third subtra tion step

an appropriate re e tion transformation (depending on
physi s modeling). Altogether, if a self player is learly
able to ki k the ball before the opponent (or a "mirror
instan e") rea hes it, then that a tion will be hosen by
the algorithm. The only real threat to be prepared to is
if an opponent agent is likely to manipulate ball before
a self teammate ould do the same. Assuming that it is
going to ki k the ball as soon as possible (whi h is likely
the most eÆ ient a tion), the defen e an be prepared to
lose the possible ways from the ki king point to the goal
age or to other potential ki kers of the opponent. This
likelihood (the possibility that the opponent rea hes the
ball rst) is linked to a parameter whi h partly des ribes
the seriousness of the urrent threat - the other part is
that where in the eld is that situation. Figure 10 shows
an example of lo alizing these threats of possible opponent
ki ks.
4. TEAM COORDINATION

Fig. 7. De ision map after the fourth subtra tion step

The purpose of positioning is to reate a ondition in whi h
the likelihood of a omplishing the urrently ordered task
is the possible maximum. Positioning in itself is not

where
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Fig. 10. Lo alizing threats of opponent ki ks. Squares are
teammates, triangles are opponents, and the ball is
urrently at (110,15). Dashed lines are possible paths
of ball to own goal.
ne essary to be treated as a skill - indeed, we position
to be in position to perform a real skill in the future.
It is easier, however, to assign ertain roles to players,
whi h means that we dis retize the responsibility and
many attributes for the players a ording to multiple
omponents. By tying up a player to a single role, we
simply lose the overlapped information between the real
situation's demands and the possible a tions, determined
by that ertain role. This is be ause the a tual situation
an transit to another where ompletely di erent role
assignment may o ur. In this ase, sharp hanges in roles
would have to be arried out to some players, whi h is
learly not the most e onomi way of oordinating the
players and the team. Instead, we want to take every
opportunitiy and the relevant threats into onsideration
by their appropriate importan e in every moment. This
e ort an be ful lled by the earlier des ribed use of properly weighted multi-purpose positioning, whi h results in
smoother transitions between the de ned roles. Moreover,
if the de ned sele table purposes of positioning do not
orrespond dire tly to a role set, rather are omponents of
onventional 'roles', then the agents are available to pi k
the most tting ontinuous point of the purpose-spa e for
the a tual situation.
This aspe t implies even the omission of a xed goalie role,
e.g. as if the onditions allow to involve all players in an
o en e, the most eÆ ient dislo ation will be hosen, onsidering the appointed strategi and ta ti al parameters.
On e the position is solved this way, if one agent has the
han e to manipulate the ball, a dire t skill a tion (ki k) is
alled. If more agents has the opportunity to ki k, more of
them may be investigated for a target and for a se ondary
purpose to re ne the rst aim. The ki ker sele tion method
uses fuzzy algorithm, whi h ts well to the problem and
an be easily expanded. Fuzzy rules for the ki ker sele tion
may look like:
 if distan eToBall is near and relativeSpeed is approa hing and potentialShootAngle is front then
playerIsShooter is high,
 if distan eToBall is medium or relativeSpeed is invariant then playerIsShooter is medium,

potentialShootAngle
)
2

(3)

(4)

and relativeSpeed is the ball velo ity ve tor proje ted to
the dire tion towards the player, while potentialShootAngle
is the estimated angle between the ball's moving dire tion
and the dire tion from the expe ted ki k-point to the
related target.
When the potential ki kers are sele ted with their available
targets along with the se ondary options, these hoi es
will logi ally form a set of pre eden e graph of a tions. If
these nodes are ranked, the best a tion- hain an be found,
through an appropriate weight-fun tion, whi h is a e ted
by the a tual values of the strategi al parameters - like
risk-taking, shooting-rate, et .
The sele ted a tion- hain determines the ki ker and its
hosen target, along with the se ondary intention on erning a possible next ki k, whi h would re ne the exe ution
of the forth oming one. As a onsequen e of the billiard
ball model, proper al ulations are needed for the optimal
motion planning for a orre t ki k: a) the main option is
whether to ki k the ball in one tou h or try to stop it rst
(whi h would result in 2 ki ks indeed) b) the se ond task is
to plan the verti es for a safe bump, i.e. to be in the right
position in the right time, avoiding any ollisions with the
ball before the planned one. Detailed onsiderations and
al ulations on this problem an be found in [1℄.
As the ki k a tion is a well de ned maneuver, it is exe uted
at the TP level. Additionally, for the time- ost estimations
on HLS level, the ki k a tion fun tion should have an
alternative interfa e for these qui k-response queries.
In ase of no ki ker an be sele ted learly, e.g. due to
the opponent's proximity to the ball, 'some agent of the
self team should take more part in the defensive tasks',
that is, to gain more aÆnity to parry the dete ted threats.
This fuzzy phrase an be easily implemented with the
utilization of some properties des ribing the situation in
the eld. The aÆnities in question are des ribed with
two parameters: maxA , whi h determines the maximum
aÆnity in the team, and maxExp, an exponential whi h
a e ts the distribution ratio of the individual aÆnity
values among the agents. With these parameters, the
individual defensive aÆnities are al ulated by:
defAff (1) = maxAff
(5)
for the agent that an be allo ated to the most serious
threat by the lowest ost, in the given situation, and
j 1
) (6)
defAff (j ) = maxAff  exp(maxExp 
M 1
for the other agents, where M is the number of members
in a team.
The properties, as the inputs of the fuzzy inferen e system,
are:
 pressure : the urrent value of the formerly mentioned
strategi parameter,



ki klead : an estimated lead in simulation time y les

for the self players to rea h the ball before the
opponent,
 sum riti : a 'danger-meter' value, al ulated from the
properties of the dete ted threats,
 average q a tive : a ' han e-meter' value, al ulated
from the quality of possible targets, those are derived
from the de ision maps.
Finally, the fuzzy rules to determine the maxA and
maxExp parameters:
 if pressure is high and ki klead is high then
most defensive is verylow
 if pressure is low then most defensive is mid
 if ki klead is none then most defensive is high
 if ki klead is high then most defensive is none
 if sum riti is high then most defensive is high
 if pressure is low then aÆnity distribution is split
 if ki klead is none then aÆnity distribution is equalized
 if ki klead is high then aÆnity distribution is split
 if sum riti is high then aÆnity distribution is balan ed
 if sum riti is low then aÆnity distribution is split
 if average q a tive is poor then most defensive is
high
 if average q a tive is poor then aÆnity distribution
is balan ed
 if average q a tive is promising and sum riti is
high then aÆnity distribution is split.
Then the output most defensive is binded to maxA , and
aÆnity distribution to maxExp.
5. CONCLUSION
Heuristi -based robot so er strategy have been proposed
in the paper. The heuristi s rely on distinguished potential elds that provides features for the inferen e system
realized by fuzzy expert. The on ept is very exible
and results smooth positioning. In ontrast to role based
approa hes, there is no assigned role to the agents, they
are able to a omplish di erent task in di erent extent,
although the ompatibility with role based approa h an
be easily guaranteed. In this way, both interleaving and
fully dis retized roles ab be a hieved. One real hallenge
is to nd an optimal tuning algorithm for the strategi
parameters, whi h would assure the proper tra king speed
of a varying ta ti used by an advan ed opponent. A
possible improvements an be a hieved by reinfor ment
learning te hnique.
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